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ABSTRACT
Via Research through Design (RtD), we explore the potential of headphones as a general-purpose input device for both foreground motion-gestures as well as background sensing of user activity. As a familiar wearable device, headphones offer a compelling site for head-situated interaction and sensing. Using emerging sensing modalities such as inertial motion, capacitive touch sensing, and depth cameras, our implemented prototypes explore sensing and interaction techniques that offer a range of compelling capabilities.

User scenarios include context-aware privacy, gestural audio-visual control, and co-opting natural body language as context to drive animated avatars for "camera-off" scenarios in remote work—or to co-opt (oft-subconscious) head movements such as dodging attacks in video games to enhance the gameplay experience.

Drawing from literature and other frameworks, we situate our prototypes and related techniques in a design space across the dual dimensions of (1) type of input (touch, mid-air, or head orientation); and (2) the context of user action (application, body, or environment). In particular, interactions that combine multiple inputs and contexts at the same time offer a rich design space of headphone-situated wearable interactions and sensing techniques.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Interaction techniques; Interaction design process and methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
While existing commodity headphones largely focus on audiovisual (A/V) consumption—with integrated controls for volume level, muting, and other audio functions—the presence of microphones and even inertial motion sensors on some units (typically for spatial audio support [5, 10]) hints at richer possibilities for headphone-situated input, interaction, and wearable sensing.

As a wearable device, headphones travel with the user from device to device and from one usage scenario to another, offering semantically rich cues for non-verbal communication associated with head motion and orientation [9]. With the addition of a few pragmatic sensors, headphones thus offer a compelling way to capture the naturally-occurring vocabulary of user activity, including subtle head movements, the lean-towards or lean-back motions of upper body posture, as well as hand gestures on (or in mid-air proximity of) the headphones themselves.

In this way sensor-enhanced headphones offer designers an opportunity to (re-)consider notions of the user’s context, activity, and proximal hand gestures—enabling rich interactions beyond the status-quo, button-pushing type of interactions with headphones. For instance, one of our techniques re-interprets the common gesture of lifting the headphones’ earpiece (e.g. to listen and attend to a co-located colleague nearby) to implicitly mute the microphone and audio output to enhance the digital-audio experience. This shifts complexity from the user to the system, co-opting a natural user behavior and giving it a dual-purpose, context-dependent digital meaning. Further, by augmenting existing user actions, such an approach reduces the number of explicit gestures that the user has to learn, control, enact, and remember.

Adding new interactions to headphones introduces unique challenges. A clear example is the use of speech interfaces. Headphones are well positioned to receive input from a microphone, however there are many cases where such an interface is unsuitable, for instance when it interferes with a conversation. Another challenge is that headphones are not visible to the wearer, so interactions need to be managed eyes-free, mainly using proprioceptive positioning, audio, and haptic interactions. A further challenge (and opportunity) of head tracking is the range of head motions from intentional gestures such as nodding to indicate understanding, to partially-conscious actions such as redirecting one’s gaze to a different device, to fully subconscious natural head movements coincident to body posture or other user activity.

By interpreting such headphone signals in a context-appropriate manner, as well as considering new multi-modal interactions enabled through wearable sensors situated at various locations on a modified headphone, our work explores a design space of such possibilities. Our headphone prototype uses various combinations of an IMU, on-device buttons and inputs, and a LiDAR sensor to capture user signals. We demonstrate the value of capturing user input through a head-worn device through several prototype applications that use the headphones in multi-device and cross-platform scenarios. For instance, our system provides context-aware privacy by blurring a user’s video and muting their microphone in a video call when they disengage from the video call and have a side conversation. Our system responds to socially recognized gestures. For instance, cupping one’s hands near their ear signals the desire to hear better, and our system responds by increasing the audio volume. Another prototype automatically switches the window that is being shared in a video call as the user switches their attention between several displays and devices.

Through this paper, we make the following contributions to the DIS community:

- First, the design space discussed in section 4. This design space takes different kinds of input into account, while proposing different contexts that might be relevant to understand. The insight that each interaction could use multiple types of input and sense multiple contexts at the same time opens up a vast design space for future exploration around headphones that is also likely relevant to other wearables.
- Second, an annotated portfolio of functional prototypes and potential applications for their use in subsection 3.2. Our prototypes demonstrate how sensing input from headphones can enhance interactions in multi-device and cross-platform scenarios from the workplace to gaming.

Rather than a traditional report on a study, this paper is structured to follow our Research through Design process in order to answer the four criteria for evaluating interaction design research within HCI [83]. We show the relevance and novelty of our work by grounding it in current literature (section 2). We then document our process by discussing our design methodology (section 3) and sharing our functional prototypes (subsection 3.2). Finally, we discuss the extensibility of our work by suggesting a design space for sensor-augmented headphones, grounded in existing literature as well as our learning from building and experiencing our prototypes (section 4). We then discuss the ramifications for future work in section 5 and section 6, and conclude the paper (section 7).

2 BACKGROUND
Our work builds upon previously explored interactions with headphones, and uses materialist design techniques to situate it within the contexts derived from frameworks of peripheral interaction design and design within the social environment.

2.1 Headphone-based Interaction Design
Prior research exploring interactions mediated by visible or invisible head-wearable devices [17, 44, 50, 58] has remained focused on media control [17]. While some headphones already include on-device sensors, they tend to be focused on media experiences and controlling headphone-related data streams (e.g. volume) [14, 52, 53]. For instance, embedded motion sensors in the Apple AirPods Max allow simulation of a surround sound setup [5]. Similarly, Jawbone and other headset manufacturers auto-pause or auto-mute media playback based on device posture (e.g. placing headset around one’s neck). Additionally, most of these implementations are decontextualized interactions where the gestures and ear interactions do not leverage the context within which the user performs the task [50]. We seek to expand the design space for headphones, articulating the
value of using headphones as a more generalized site for interaction and sensing, moving beyond audio control.

Researchers have also explored diverse input methods for headphones. For instance, media playback can be controlled via taps on earcups [52, 53] or touch sensors [14]. Wired headphones may use gestures such as tug and twist on the headphone cable to control audio playback [64, 70]. External accessories can also be paired with headphones to provide input [78]. We also augment the headphones with additional sensors, and explore interactions that can leverage multiple contexts at the same time. This is explained in depth in section 4.

2.2 Peripheral Interaction

Interacting with computing technology typically demands focused attention through input devices such as keyboards and touch screens [7]. These interactions also tend to be reactive (i.e. initiated by the user) rather than proactive (i.e. initiated by the interactive system) [38]. However, many of our everyday interactions happen in the periphery—for instance, drinking coffee (in the periphery) while reading a book (with focused attention). Researchers have used the periphery of user attention in human-computer interaction, introducing concepts like calm technology [80], ambient information systems [66] and peripheral displays [56]. However, these explorations primarily explored peripheral perception rather than peripheral interaction. Our ecosystems of interactive technology demand increasing amounts of focused attention from the user [6, 80]. It would thus be beneficial to offload some of these interactions from the center of attention to the periphery reducing cognitive load [75] and improving focus.

Prior work on the related concepts of foreground and background attention [15] has explored the value of considering the user's context during device usage [34]. This can be accomplished by using sensing techniques to capture ‘natural’ interactions [34]. Sensing the user’s context can allow systems to be more proactive rather than always relying on active user input [38]. Headphones can leverage both foreground and background interactions: the foreground is the user’s direct interaction with the device and the background is their interaction with the environment. Earlier studies of foreground and background / peripheral interactions primarily examined single device implementations (e.g. [1, 20, 33, 34, 48, 56]). We expand on this by exploring multi-device ecosystems, and by describing a design space rooted in the contexts in which interactive technologies are used.

2.3 Devices in Social Environments

Interactive devices, in particular wearables and peripherals, are often used in social environments. Wearing headphones in public is now considered socially acceptable [17]. We wear them for video calling in shared offices and commuting via public transportation. Dagan et al. [18] have identified two specific areas of value for designing interactions for devices in social environments: augmenting existing social signaling, and proactive intervention in the social situation. In our exploration, the social context within the environment plays a major role, and we primarily explore this through social signaling. Headphones are now familiar enough for there to be some socio-cultural norms for their usage. This makes headphones a particularly appropriate wearable peripheral to augment existing social signaling with new sensors and interaction techniques.

Understanding spatial relationships between users and devices is another important aspect that can be leveraged for implementing interactions. Hall’s [30] notion of proxemics can be used to understand people’s spatial relationships to each other and digital devices, and has been used to generate a variety of interaction techniques, especially in multi-device ecosystems [8, 27, 54]. For instance, Li et al. [49] used different cultures’ kissing greetings for contextual awareness and [21, 36, 45] explored the importance of visible body gestures for both communicative purposes and individual activities. We use proxemics in the development of our design space, particularly around context awareness (subsection 4.2).

Our goals closely align with those of ubiquitous or pervasive computing, embracing the value of adding sensors and computation to objects throughout the environment, such that they become effectively invisible [28, 79]. Our designs seek to leverage the semantic meaning in the environment, and use existing gestural interactions which are so familiar as to be 'invisible' and yet imbued with meaning. Headphones enable the leverage of this socio-cultural awareness for designing interaction techniques. However, rather than construct a series of interactive objects, we take a high-level approach and identify the design space that can motivate future work by ubiquitous computing researchers.

3 METHODOLOGY

We used a Research through Design methodology [23, 72, 83] to explore the potential of headphones as input devices. We engaged in a material-centric design practice [22, 39, 40, 81] in order to identify and categorize common patterns in the way we interact with headphones. By “allowing material properties to guide our design” [19], this method enabled us to begin to identify the advantages of using gestures grounded in existing familiar interactions. Our exploration primarily centers around the use of headphones in the workplace [3, 76] and for gaming [2].

In a survey of the literature, we identified several patterns of cross-device interactions that would benefit from the addition of augmented headphones, including: controlling one device from another [69], redistributing an application across multiple devices (integrating [13]), and beginning a task on device and continuing it on another (migrating [13]). In addition to support from literature, these behaviours also seemed likely to trigger interesting interactions with the headphones while being commonly encountered throughout the day in a collaborative work environment. A previous gesture study elicited near-ear gestures from participants [17]. However, this study focused on specific interactions with a mobile phone device, and as such this was substantially different from our intended use cases.

Maintaining the material-centric approach (using headphones as the material), to study headphone usage in these scenarios six of the authors recorded themselves interacting with a pair of wireless headphones. The video recordings captured natural behaviours while wearing headphones in a variety of settings. Each author recorded until they had captured at least 20 minutes, and had seen all three of the following behaviours: multi-device usage, a real-world interruption, and changing tasks (including switching between
devices). Our goal with this design process was to get a relevant seed for further exploration and discussion, rather than an exhaustive set of interactions for our chosen scenarios. Some of these behaviours are re-enacted and captured in Figure 2.

Through this activity, we identified some repeated gestures and interaction patterns, which shaped several of our designs (see subsection 3.2). For example, one common pattern occurred during interruptions: as a person approaches the headphone user, participants tended to lift the headphones off their head rather than quickly scramble to find the digital or physical mute button. This gesture of lifting the earcup away from the ears indicates the intent of listening to the person near you (see Figure 8). Through this gesture, the interaction design minimizes the need to search for a button and simultaneously signals conversation acceptance to the nearby person in a socially acceptable and familiar way. We also explored gestures that were inspired by commonly understood gestures in the researchers’ cultures. For instance, cupping one’s ear to indicate the desire to hear louder, or blocking the mouth to indicate being quiet. Our materialist approach allowed us to defamiliarize ourselves with headphones, a commonly-used apparatus, and reconsider, re-envision, and reconceptualize its role in our technologically-mediated lives.

Evaluating systems, tools, and toolkits is notoriously difficult [37], sometimes even considered harmful [26]. Beyond usability evaluations, there are a variety of strategies that can be used to assess toolkit effectiveness [47]. In this paper, we primarily focus on an evaluation by demonstration [47]. Our described usage scenarios demonstrate a subset of the envisioned application space. subsection 3.2 represents an annotated portfolio [25, 74, 83], meant to embody our design space (section 4). Together, these convey the decisions we made and the philosophy we developed throughout the project [74, 83]. Additionally, annotating our portfolio of prototypes allows us to step away from individual designed artefacts, look holistically, and derive a design space.

3.1 Early Prototypes and Technical Implementation

With the initial gestures identified through our previous exercise, we augmented an existing pair of wireless headphones with additional sensors and input widgets. In order to explore different combinations of widgets and sensors, we built a hot-swappable magnetic mount that allowed us to easily swap out components for others (Figure 3). These early prototypes allowed us to sense the user’s head orientation through an IMU, and receive input through widgets like buttons and rotary encoders, but not mid-air gestures such as cupping one’s ear.

In our subsequent prototypes, we incorporated a LiDAR sensor mounted above the earcup (see Figure 4), that allowed us to sense mid-air gestures around the ear down until the shoulder region. This followed the recommendation from Chen et al. [17], who recommended sensors that could track hands and fingers while covering the entire region around the ear and below. We trained a deep convolutional neural network with a MobileNet v2 architecture [68] to recognize different gestures based on the view of the hand from the earcup. Figure 5 shows some of the gestures we can detect with our prototype.

Our physical prototypes intentionally utilized low-fidelity materials such as cellotape, cardboard, and breadboards. The low fidelity nature of these materials encouraged exploration, iterations, and rapid prototyping. An early prototype used a magnetic hot-swappable mount with a cardboard base (Figure 3), which we upgraded to a breadboard attached to the headphones for quick swaps between electronic components (Figure 4). The last prototype, even though it used high tech components like an Intel Realsense LiDAR unit, still felt appropriately low-fidelity due to the use of cellotape attaching it to the earcup.

3.2 Annotated Portfolio of Applications and Interactions

In this section, we present the portfolio of our functional prototypes of augmented headphones to explore interactions. Within the RdT method of annotated portfolios, an annotation is any textual description that accompanies a design artefact [24]. Instead of talking about each prototype individually, we look at the portfolio holistically by annotating the portfolio with the interaction qualities that we perceived were embedded in the portfolio [11]. Annotating our portfolio of prototypes in such a way allows us to (1) show the benefits of using headphones as an input device for enhancing interaction across devices and platforms.

3.2.1 Context-aware privacy. Typical interfaces for video calling systems involve binary choices (such as toggling sharing of audio and video) controlled by on-screen controls [65]. Conversational flow, which is already challenging [51, 67, 73], is additionally disrupted by the need to search for on-screen controls. A conversation in the physical world contains many social, environmental, and physical cues that keep all participants aware of the receptiveness of others, such as gaze, body language, and events in the environment. Our system can give participants on the call more awareness of these social dynamics of the conversation.

For example, headphones worn in video calls can detect a sudden rotation of the head from the screen to a new location. Persistently looking away from the primary screen is regarded as a meaningful disruption of the user’s attention from the call. As a result, our prototype blurs the user’s video and mutes their microphone to protect their privacy as they have a conversation outside the context of the call (see Figure 6). At the same time, the blurred video notifies other attendees that the user is temporarily away from the call. When the user returns their attention to the screen, the system removes the video blur, and reactivates their microphone.

Figure 7 shows a user in two separate video calls at the same time. By blurring the video feed of the session that is not in focus, the headphone-wearer’s attention is communicated to other remote participants. Each set of remote participants is aware that the headphone-wearer is currently talking to the other session, without any need for the user to consciously select a button. We use a similar design to enable in-game communication where the player can choose to communicate with either an individual teammate or all teammates with a turn of the head (see Figure 7b). By combining head-worn sensors with context-aware application controls, we can expand the richness of these remote experiences, and minimize friction associated with video calling experiences.
### Figure 2: A re-enactment by a co-author of some of the recurring behaviours we observed through our elicitation process. We utilized behaviours like these as a starting point for designing the prototype applications we demonstrate in subsection 3.2.

### Figure 3: An early prototype showing modular customizable hardware through a hot-swappable magnetic mount.

The headphones use an IMU to detect the wearer’s head turn. Additionally, the physical layout of the space and the currently active applications inform the interaction, allowing our headphones to augment the signal of turning one’s head. Crucially, this movement would be performed even if the user weren’t wearing our augmented headphones—we simply sense the already-occurring behaviours unrelated to the headphones. In the language of Dagan et al., this represents an augmentation of existing social signaling [18].

### 3.2.2 Gestural audio visual control.

Currently users share media by clicking or touching specific controls in applications. Instead of using on-screen elements, our augmented headphones can enable interactions such as cupping the ear toward the audio source (See Figure 8b). Such a gesture could increase the audio volume while...

### Figure 4: Wireless headphones equipped with an IMU (right) and a LiDAR (left).

### Figure 5: Selected gestures we used for our prototype system. The bottom shows LiDAR images of those gestures. (From left: default mode, cupping the earcup, raising the earcup, a mouth cover, a ‘cut’ signal.)
Figure 6: Context-aware privacy control. Left: A user disengages from a video call, reacting to a local conversation. Middle: After a set time, the system recognizes a persisting attention in a direction different than any known device (Environment Context). As a result, the video is blurred, the microphone is muted, and other users on the call are notified. Right: When the user returns to look at the screen, their video and microphone return to normal.

Figure 7: The headphones follow the head-pose of the user, and automatically manage the sharing of video and/or audio between multiple private chats, while communicating availability to other participants in either a) video calling or b) gaming scenarios.

reducing ambient noise. Additionally, the familiar gesture is also understood as a social signal by participants to mean “I can’t hear you well”, taking into account both the socio-cultural and digital contexts.

Figure 8: a) Lifting the earcup (a common gesture to attend to an in-person disruption) mutes the sound and the microphone to maintain privacy. b) Cupping the earcup (as one might do naturally to indicate they cannot hear) increases the volume of the system.

3.2.3 Redirect Input/Output. As ownership and use of multiple devices increases, researchers have begun to design experiences across multi-device ecosystems (see [13] for an excellent overview). However, most of these approaches look primarily at interaction design across core computing devices such as tablets, smartphones, laptops, and desktop monitors [29, 31, 55]. Peripheral devices remain underutilized in this space. Here, we identify additional design opportunities where augmented headphones can support cross-device experiences in unique and compelling ways.

As we discovered during our design exercise, people who are using multiple devices at once frequently look towards the device with which they are interacting. By capturing head orientation information, our augmented headphones can enable more rapid, convenient, and intuitive transitions from one device to another. For example, our headphones use head orientation as a proxy of the user’s attention. If the user is attending to a second monitor or device that was previously granted screen sharing privileges, the system will automatically change the user’s stream to show the slide (Figure 9 top row). If the user is returning their attention to the participants, for example to answer a question, the stream will change back to show the presenter’s face. By removing the challenge of manually updating their video stream, the user may now easily manage multiple sources of content from writing and sketching on tablets (Figure 9 bottom row) to a camera viewing a physical project in the room, white board, or a work desk and more.

Figure 9: A user gives a presentation via a video calling tool. As they look at different devices, their streamed video updates to show the relevant source to the call participants.

Figure 10: Augmented headphones can be used to manage other peripherals. In the picture to the right, the input from a game controller is redirected to the non-gaming device (the tablet).

A similar interaction can be used to stream audio to the headphones from multiple devices, or stream input to another device: as the user rotates their head from a game they are playing, the headphones may switch from the computer game audio to the audio of the TV in the room. Alternatively, the mouse or gamepad controller’s input may be sent to a different device with just a turn of the head. In Figure 10, the user is playing a game using a game controller. By looking at a different device, the user may transfer the game controller input to the other non-gaming device in order to answer a phone call or change the music audio in the room without moving their hands off the game controller.

For these interactions, the sensors enabled us to sense the physical location of the devices in relation to the headphone wearer, and the current digital applications being used. This interaction additionally relies on sensing the head orientation to manage the input shift.

3.2.4 Embodied Peripheral Interactions. Peripherals worn on the body can opportunistically capture semi-conscious behaviour. Intentionally meaningful head gestures such as head nods and shakes may convey a complete message or combine with talk and other gestures, and may be part of foreground messaging or backchanneling [42, 43]. These may be observed by both the system (application
context) and by other people (socio-cultural environment context). Such body movement also occurs in other scenarios, including gameplay. Augmenting wearable peripheral devices with sensors to capture such movement makes them capable of supporting much richer interactive designs.

Figure 11: a) These headphones use an IMU to track natural body movement and map it onto avatar movement. b) Using an avatar that does not require a camera during a video call.

For example, in video calls, people may prefer to participate without the webcam on for a variety of reasons, such as privacy concerns [12, 16], preserving bandwidth, enabling full mobility [61], or to enable participation by neurodiverse people that may prefer not to be observed [84]. However, lack of video has a major impact on self-representation, presence, and rapport in video calling [41, 77]. While camera input can be modified to support partial or full face occlusion [37, 63], and filters to ‘improve’ appearance, full 3D avatars may replace one’s real appearance [35]. For good or for ill, all such systems require a camera to be available, turned on, and facing the user for the entirety of an engagement. Background blurring [82] and full blurring [60] may also help with privacy, but risk inadvertent exposure, and again require a camera to be available.

Instead of relying on the camera for tracking at all, input from head-worn sensors could be used to capture and generate a range of signals to generate a visual representation of a participant. Users could join in an audio-only mode but participate more equally with other visually-represented participants with an avatar representation [35]. Our prototype provides audio-only participants in a video call with virtual avatars. We use audio-driven lip-movement, and head orientation from the IMU, and map them to the visual animation of the avatar’s head. This provides a continuous, ever-changing, and personal stream of animation to the avatar (see Figure 11a, b). Here, we sense the user’s head and body movements to augment the digital context of a video call.

Figure 12: Leaning while wearing the headphone IMU impacts game play actions such as a) swerving the car to the side and b) peeking around the corner of a building.

Using the same orientation sensors, leaning while controlling a virtual vehicle (something many players do unconsciously while playing a racing game) could swerve the car left or right (see Figure 12). A system that uses these alternate input modalities could also support unique game mechanics, such as interdependence between video game players. This is similar to the Xbox co-pilot controller system where two players control a single character. Rather than using the Xbox joystick, rotation of the head left and right or up/down could map to character movement or remotely connect multiplayer experiences. For example, imagine a gaming system that requires remotely connected players to coordinate their movement as they both control the same character (a riff on the compelling game designs by [41]). Players could unlock new interactions within existing games, such as leaning the head to the side to peek around the corner while staying under cover (see Figure 12b), tilting the player’s upper body to avoid projectiles flying toward her, balancing a bike during a turn, leaning forward to accelerate and backward to break and many more. These unique game control methods may additionally increase accessibility by allowing body leaning as a game mechanic instead of requiring fine finger control, and may enable single hand or even hands-free gaming.

4 DERIVING A DESIGN SPACE FOR HEADPHONE INTERACTIONS

Developing and experiencing these prototypes, and then creating annotations of interaction qualities allowed us to reflect upon their nature [71], and begin to abstract away the core concepts that can be used to create and expand upon interactions with headphones. With the insight from this reflection and supporting it with previous work, we define a design space for designing interactions with headphones that has two dimensions:

1. The type of input used to enable the interaction, and
2. The context within which the user executes the action.

4.1 Type of Input Gesture

Figure 13: Types of gestures used in this work. Left: hardware widget on the headphones Middle: Sensing head gaze and right: hand pose near the earcup.

Some prior work has attempted to categorize user inputs for headphone interactions: Chen et al. [17] propose a comprehensive taxonomy of input gesture types by grouping them by locale, complexity, and form, each having multiple types (such as mid-air, touch-based, simple, compound etc.). However, while this taxonomy is theoretically sound, it is rather complex for practical application. A simpler taxonomy was proposed by Lissermann [50], who categorize interactions into touch, grasp, and mid-air gestures. However, both of these taxonomies focus on hand-based gesture inputs, and ignore hands-free operation made possible by sensors like an IMU. Based upon these frameworks and taking orientation-based sensors like IMUs into account, we propose categorizing user input into (see Figure 13):

1. Touch-based gestures [GES-TC]: These input gestures require physical touch from the user, and use tangible input
on headphones like buttons, knobs, and touch sensors (Figure 13 left). Such controls are common on existing commercial headphones, and are the most widely explored type of input in existing literature [14, 44, 52, 53, 64, 70]. These gestures are typically carried out intentionally by the user, and thus the interactions triggered by such gestures will be in the foreground [34].

2. **Mid-air gestures** [GES-MA]: These gestures are performed mid-air by the user, and are sensed by sensors like a LiDAR or proximity sensor. In their gesture elicitation study, Chen et al. [17] found that 58% of user-generated gestures were mid-air. Even so, such controls are not seen in commercial headphones, and are rare in the research literature [50, 58], and are a rich area for exploration. People use hand gestures around the head to convey different social messages, such as showing a finger in front of the mouth to signal silence, or cupping the mouth with a palm to symbolise a private message. Sensing such gestures can enable designers to tap into cultural gestures that might be easier for the user to learn (Figure 13 right). These gestures are usually carried out intentionally by the user (foreground), but less frequently than touch-based gestures. With repeat usage, some of these gestures (like cupping one’s ear) might move into the background [34].

3. **Head orientation** [GES-OR]: The user’s head orientation can indicate the direction of the user’s attention, and can be sensed by an IMU. It may also used for cultural behaviors such as “Yes” and “No” gestures (Figure 13 middle). Some commercial headphones sense the user’s head orientation, but are currently limited to using this for spatial audio output [5]. Head orientation is underexplored in research literature exploring headphone interactions, since previous explorations have largely focused on foreground interactions. However, sensing the head orientation can be a powerful way to enable background interactions, or enriching foreground interaction by also sensing the context of the interaction. Looking at various devices or content during an interaction happens naturally and without explicit intent in the background [34].

4.2 **Context of Input Gesture**

Figure 14: Context-free headphones have fixed functionality. (left) Different rings of context provide the application with more knowledge to fit the action, and the ability to have more varied input.

The gesture elicitation study by Chen et al. [17] found that an overwhelming majority (80.6%) of the 868 gestures created “naturalistically” by their participants for interaction around the ear were dependent on the context of the interaction. Thus, considering the context of the user action is of vital importance while designing interactions for headphones. Based upon previous headphone- and ear-based interaction design as well as frameworks of proxemics [30], peripheral interaction and the social context, we propose the following contexts for sensing the user’s input gesture (see Figure 14):

1. **Context-free** [CONT-FR]: Context free gestures produce a similar result regardless of the active application, what the user is doing, or the user’s social or physical environment. Most actions implemented in current headphones are context-free, such as changing volume. Constraining the interaction language to only support context-free gestures limits the number of actions the headphones can support.
2. **Application** [CONT-APP]: The application that the user is interacting with while using a gesture forms the first contextual layer. For instance, the same input gesture of turning a knob may control level of noise cancellation for audio listening applications, or visual quality for a media application.
3. **User’s body** [CONT-BOD]: Next, we contextualize the gesture by either sensing the location of the gesture, or the state of the user’s body. The human body is a semantically rich space, and several cultural gestures that enable social signalling are intrinsically tied to their location on the body (particularly the head) such as cupping one’s ear indicates the desire to be able to hear better. Similarly, an IMU can sense when the user is nodding their head or dozing off, which can be used to alter the effect of a gesture.
4. **Environment** [CONT-ENV]: Finally, we define the environment to include the physical (e.g. other devices, furniture) as well as the social (e.g. other people around the user, office vs. home environment) contexts. Leveraging this information can unlock powerful and seemingly magical interactions for the user. For instance, pressing a button while looking at a phone might answer an incoming call, and pressing the same button while looking at a light might turn that light on or off.

4.3 **Locating Prototypes on the Design Space**

Our proposed design space is shown in Figure 15. A major insight from developing the design space and populating it with our own prototypes was that neither the gesture types nor the contexts of use are mutually exclusive. Indeed, some of our prototypes, like multi-device presentation, made use of both the application context (to determine that we were in a video call while sharing our screen), as well as the environment context (to understand where the user’s screens were physically located). Similarly, controlling an avatar might use both the body context (to detect gestures such as nods) and the app context (to detect being in an application with avatars), as well as multiple kinds of inputs (head orientation to move the head, and touch input to trigger emotions). Combining these dimensions may be a powerful way to ease the learning curve for functionality (see subsection 5.4), as well as to facilitate different levels of intentionality and context-awareness (see section 5).
5 DISCUSSION

Naturalistic motion of the head is a complex input to parse (especially combined with hand gestures) from an experiential standpoint. We believe that there are three aspects for triggers that bear on gesture type, location, and patterns that need to be considered when exploring this design space.

5.1 Intentionality of user action with respect to the device

From an engineering standpoint, there is value in considering intentionality as a binary categorization variable, where actions performed by the user are either unintentional or intentional within the context of a given task. This is needed to build an automatic system that avoids false positives, errors, and unintended outcomes. However, a more nuanced perspective of intentionality as a continuum allows for a desired outcome which could be the result of an unintended action. As an example, looking away from an active video call might be a spontaneous reaction from the user, unintentional within the context of headphone usage, however intentional within the social context. Understanding such an action within the context of the current application (video calling) can allow the designer to create desirable outcomes from nuanced gestures. Such things are hard to design for, but by considering such a spectrum, a designer might explore more flexible methods for error handling.

5.2 Meaningfulness of observed motion

Intentionally meaningful head gestures such as head nods and shakes may convey a complete message or combine with talk and other gestures, and may be part of foreground messaging or backchanneling [42, 43]. These may be observed by the system and, in communication scenarios, by other people, and thus their use to trigger action or not needs to be carefully considered. The continuum shades along to subconscious motions which may be culturally specific and important (e.g. South Asian ‘head bobbles’ and the like [59]), and thus careful consideration needs to be made of whether or not to ignore or smooth these out, or the threshold between these and intentionally meaningful gestures that the designer wants to use as triggers. Finally, blended into and out of intentionally meaningful and subconscious motions, there are the autonomic motions of balancing the head on the shoulders, head motions that follow shoulder motions, and so on. Again, the threshold between these and subconscious but important motions may be complex.

Kuno et al. [46] have suggested that there will be a need to explore how to combine intentionally meaningful, subconscious, and autonomic motions to trigger a range of comfortable and intuitive gestures.
experiences. For example, if head motion observed from a headphone IMU is used to drive an avatar in video call or video game, there may be value in relaying some of the unintentional head motion so that the avatar appears more authentically human [9] (or to make robots more human-like [32]), as well as the clearly intentional and meaningful head gestures such as nods and shakes. Further, the wearer of headphones may be involved in multiple tasks at the same time. We need to guard against bringing both intentional and unintentional head motions from one task to the other, while also allowing for some flexibility. For instance, head movements incurred from moving around the house are likely unintentional within the context of a video call.

5.3 Context-awareness
Making headphones aware of their context of use can unlock a range of experiences triggered by naturalistic movements. For example, turning 90 degrees away from an in-progress video call and speaking to someone not on the video call may trigger muting of the microphone and reducing noise-cancellation (see Figure 6). To enable such context-aware system control, the headphones need to be aware of the applications in and out of focus, proximity and orientation to other active devices, and whether behavioural use is relevant to foreground or background applications on nearby devices. This has implications for cross-device interactions, and how headphones fit into evolving device ecologies.

5.4 Balancing Usefulness and Ease-of-Use
One can add more functionality disregarding the context by adding more input buttons. However, such input can only control the headphone device itself. Additionally, adding more buttons might increase the effort for learning and remembering the eyes-free interface. Our designs seek to create a balance between simple usage and increased functionality by minimizing the number of input gestures. We achieve this by incorporating the application, user’s body, and the environmental context into our design considerations, and by utilizing some widely-known cultural gestures. For example, blocking the eye can be used to toggle the use of the camera in a video call.

6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The gestures described in our paper represent a subset of gestures that people may engage in during everyday cultural interactions, and do not necessarily represent absolute best gestures. These gestures may be unnatural in different cultures and scenarios, and their implementation in actual software should be done with care. For instance, looking away from a screen for a short time should not mute the user in a video call, nor change the screen share. One way to mitigate accidental interactions like this would be to have a time threshold—only interactions clocked for a certain time duration (which might be different for different applications) should trigger the interaction. Designers may decide that an alternate set of gestures would better combine to produce a different set of features, more appropriate for both their cultural setting and application goals.

One of the reasons for choosing these gestures was the possibility to sense them using simple prototypes that might be feasible for commercial use, such as a solid state LiDAR used in Apple iPhone Pro models as an aid for the camera. However, there are interesting new sensors that maybe used to generate an even richer gallery of inputs. Ultra Wide Band (UWB) sensors enable broadcasting small packets of data to nearby devices without pairing, determining the proximity to these devices. Capacitive sensing may be enhanced to sense the hand near the vicinity of the headphones and not just touch, enabling better classifications of hand gestures. Small cameras maybe positioned to scan the environment around the user’s head, and electrodes positioned along the headband may provide a sense of brain activity. Any additional sensor can expand the understanding of the context of the user actions and gestures, and be a base for future research. However, designers and engineers are strongly advised to consider the ethical implications of using some of these sensors in devices meant for everyday use.

Even though we used an exploration around headphones to arrive at our design space, the considerations of the input gesture and the context of use regarding the application, user’s body, and the environment are also extensible to other kinds of wearables. In future work, we would like to explore this design space to inform design decisions with other kinds of wearable (and non-wearable) devices.

Finally, this work was done using prototypes built in a lab during COVID-19 social distancing. As such, developing robust prototypes and conducting ecologically-valid experimentation were not possible. Future work on the viability of this design space will be necessary.

7 CONCLUSION
Headphones represent a unique and underutilized design opportunity (e.g., see design space in Figure 15). They are a widely used and socially accepted consumer product, but usage so far has primarily been limited to (1) sound-related controls and (2) eyes-free tangible interfaces. In this paper, we propose an expanded design space for interaction modalities that can occur through headphones, and described designs that take advantage of the fact that headphones sit on the head and are used during diverse activities in different contexts. For example, our designs explore the benefits of incorporating different types of gesture (tangible, mid-air, and head orientation) into headphone control. This additionally allows us to consider gestures which aren’t typically associated with directly controlling headphones (such as lifting an earcup), and use them to define contextually relevant application behaviour. The use of a semantically-rich location such as the head provides the potential to learn more about user behavior, and condition application behavior to better fit the context. In this way, headphones can be understood as leveraging existing behaviour [62] to mediate digital experiences in diverse scenarios. We hope this paper will result in additional exploration of headphones as a potentially rich site for interaction and sensing.

In this paper, we have explored design opportunities and challenges related to using headphones as a wearable site for interaction. We articulated a design space for contextualized headphone interactions in the modern everyday environment, grounded within frameworks from existing literature and influenced by the availability of new technology. We constructed functioning prototypes.
of several potential applications, and used these to ground a discussion about the design space. We hope this work will encourage designers to re-envision headworn devices as a more general input/output wearable. More broadly, we also hope that reporting on the details of our Research through Design (RtD) processes demonstrates how a materialist design philosophy can explore how to shape future experiences in myriad ways.
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